This book is one of a series of volumes on cancer treatment and research, and the second one in this series on lung cancer. It concentrates largely on the biology of the disease and is distinguished by several excellent chapters relating to various fundamental aspects of lung cancer. Because it has been written by authors working very actively in the field it is remarkably up to date and provides excellent reviews of some topics of current major interest.
The first three chapters discuss various aspects of the biology of lung cancer by members of the National Cancer Institute group studying this problem. The first one is an excellent summary of their very successful methods of growing and characterising small cell lung cancer. They discuss a variety of techniques including a serum-free medium they have developed for growing small cell lines and the important problem of autocrine stimulation with the various growth factors that are produced. The second chapter also from the same group is a brief introduction to the possibilities of the use of monoclonal antibodies against lung cancer, whilst the third of the chapters, by Sherwin and Todaro, discusses the very important subject of transforming growth factors and their presence in human lung cancer cells and relation to growth.
A chapter on the tumour cloning assay from San Antonio discusses this very currently contentious topic in a somewhat optimistic way. However it does document the results obtained by that group and illustrates the potential use if reproducible techniques could be obtained. The group from Dartmouth is responsible for another chapter which discusses the role of the neurophysins in small cell lung cancer, these being yet another group of markers potentially of use.
Chapters on various aspects of therapy include those on the role of autologous bone marrow transplantation, the potential role of surgery in small cell lung cancer and a brief overall review of chemotherapy/radiotherapy in non-small cell lung cancer. Other chapters of use include an excellent one on the pathological diagnosis of poorly differentiated carcinoma of the lung.
This book is a pleasure to read. It is fairly up to date in an important subject which is now moving rapidly. It is very much recommended to both those The organisers clearly succeeded in the aim of attracting an international group of participants from many medical disciplines. The plenary sessions gave succinct summaries of the state of our knowledge of a wide range of topics, including the topical acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS). The workshop went on to discuss some of the newer studies and trials. The subjects covered ranged from problems of infection in a burns unit to biliary infection in liver transplant patients. Infection in patients with acute leukaemia and those undergoing bone marrow and renal transplantation was the major subject discussed.
The management of immunocompromised patients is rapidly changing. Clinicians involved in managing this difficult group will find this book a good means of up-dating themselves.
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